MONTHLY REPORT – December 2020
Pursuant to Rule 45 of the City Council Rules of Order, the Committee on Economic, Capital and
Technology Development submits the following Monthly Report for December 2020:
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON DECEMBER 7, 2020
In compliance with Governor Pritzker’s Executive Orders 2020-7, 2020-10, and 2020-18, attendance
at this meeting was held by remote means only.
Chairman Villegas called the meeting to order at 10:06 A.M.
Roll Call
The following members of the Committee were present as determined during roll call: Aldermen Villegas,
Mitchell, Sawyer, Lopez, Curtis, O’Shea, Tabares, Scott, Reboyras, Sposato, Vasquez, Reilly, and
Tunney. With 13 members present, quorum was established. During roll call, Alderman Beale made not
that he had removed himself from the Committee in June 2019 and asked to be removed from the roll
call. He also requested that the attendance records be amended to reflect that. Chairman Villegas asked
the clerk, Mr. Heath, to remove him from the roll and update records to reflect Alderman Beale was no
longer a member of the Committee.
Approval of the November Monthly Report
There were no comments on nor corrections to the November Monthly Report. Alderman Reilly moved to
pass the report. The motion was carried with no objections.
Public Comment
Two people signed up for public comment:
•
•

Ephraim Martin spoke in favor of having Lake Shore Drive renamed to commemorate Jean
Baptiste Point du Sable.
Ron Tabaczybski spoke against expedited processes for establishing Special Service Areas.

Due to recent developments, Chairman Villegas began with the following ordinances on the agenda:
46. Tax levy, scope of services, budget and management agreement for Special Service Area No. 282014, Six Corners;
64. Establishment, tax levy, scope of services, budget and management agreement for Special Service
Area No 76, North Michigan Ave; and
65. Amendment of Municipal Code Chapter 2-92 by adding new Section 2-92-635 regarding construction
project contracts requiring trucking services.

The ordinances were held in committee until further notice.
Items 1 through 10
Alderman Burnett asked to be recorded as present at this time. The following items were voted on
collectively:
A2020-189

Appointment of Justine Fedak as member of Special Service Area No.16,
Greektown/Halsted Commission;

A2020-190

Appointment of Maria M. Tsourapas as member of Special Service Area No. 16,
Greektown/Halsted Commission;

A2020-191

Appointment of George N. Reveliotis as member of Special Service Area No. 16,
Greektown/Halsted Commission;

A2020-192

Appointment of Elizabeth B. Fuld as member of Special Service Area No. 18, North
Halsted Commission;

A2020-193

Reappointment of Holly S. Lodarek as member of Special Service Area No. 23, Clark
Street-Lincoln Park Commission;

A2020-194

Appointment of Jonathan M. Gordon as member of Special Service Area No. 23, Clark
Street-Lincoln Park Commission;

A2020-195

Appointment of Paul Purewal as member of Special Service Area No. 48, Old Town
Commission;

A2020-196

Appointment of Nancy H. Stanek as member of Special Service Area No. 61, Hyde Park
Commission;

A2020-197

Reappointment of Gregory B. Guttman as member of Special Service Area No. 61, Hyde
Park Commission; and

A2020-198

Reappointment of George W. Rumsey as member of Special Service Area No. 61, Hyde
Park Commission.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chairman Villegas asked if any of the SSA appointees would like to speak.
There were no comments or questions by the appointees.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion recommend approval of the appointments by the same roll
call that was used to determined quorum.
Alderman Curtis so moved.
There were no objections, motion carried.
Chairman Villegas thanked the new appointees for their commitment and invited them to stay for
the duration of the meeting, if they so wished.

Items 11 through 63
•
•
•

In order to expedite the meeting, Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to accept items 38
through 63, except item 46, all direct introductions, by the roll call that was used to establish
quorum.
Alderman Lopez so moved.
There were no objections be accepted he Chicago City Council.

Items 11 through 63, with the exception of item 46, were voted on collectively.

•

Mary O’Connor, Deputy Commissioner for the Department of Planning and Development (“DPD”),
spoke about the following:
o

o
o
•
•
•
•
•
•

The unique difficulties SSAs dealt with this year, including;
§ Covid-19;
§ Citywide shutdowns;
§ Physical damages due to civil unrest; and
§ Business closures.
Process whereby SSA budgets are established;
Challenges faced by DPD due to stay at home orders; and

Chairman Villegas asked Mr. Heath to add Alderwoman Hadden to the roll call.
Alderwoman Coleman asked to be recorded as attending the meeting.
Chairman Villegas asked if there were any comments from Committee members. After no
comments, the Chairman asked if there were any other City Council members who would like to
ask questions. No questions were asked.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage of items 11 through 63, with the
exception of item 46, by the same roll call as was used to determine quorum.
Alderman Reilly so moved.
There being no objection, the motion carried.

Recess
There being no further business, Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recess.
Alderman Sposato so moved.
With no objections, motioned carried.
At 10:27 A.M., Chairman Villegas recessed until Monday, December 14, 200 at 9:00 A.M.

The members of the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development in attendance
included: Aldermen Villegas (36), Mitchell (7), Sawyer (6), Lopez (15), Curtis (18), O’Shea (19), Tabares
(23), Scott (24), Burnett (27), Reboyras (30), Sposato (38), Vasquez (40), Reilly (42), Tunney (44), and
Hadden (49).
Non-members of the Committee in attendance included: Alderwoman Coleman (16)

RECONVENED COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON DECEMBER 14,2020
In compliance with Governor Pritzker’s Executive Orders 2020-7, 2020-10, and 2020-18, attendance
at this meeting was held by remote means only.
Chairman Villegas called the meeting to order at 9:07 A.M.
Roll Call
The following Committee members were present as determined by Roll Call: Aldermen Villegas, Mitchell,
Cardenas, Lopez, O’Shea, Brookins, Tabares, Scott, Reboyras, Mitts, Sposato, Vasquez, and Reilly. With
13 members present, a quorum was established.

Aldermen Sawyer and Tunney asked to be recorded as present.
Alderman Hopkins asked to be recorded in attendance.
Approval of the Amended November Monthly Report
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to approve the November Monthly Report, which was amended to
reflect the Public Hearings regarding certain Special Service Areas (SSAs).
Alderman Lopez so moved. The motion carried by the same roll call as was used to determine quorum
without objection.
Public Comment
Eleven people signed up for public comment:
• Mitch Feldman spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
• Donovan Pepper spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
• Grant DePorter spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
• Bob Six was unavailable to speak.
• Bob Wislow was unavailable to speak.
• Ryan Segal was unavailable to speak.
• Nichole Benolken spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
• Deborah Gershbein spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michgan Avenue.
• Stanley Nitzberg spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
• Lee Golub spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
• Kimberly Bares spoke in favor of establishing an SSA for North Michigan Avenue.
Alderman Villegas noted that 68 emails were received regarding item one on the agenda. All 68 emails
were in opposition to naming the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce as the sole service provider of SSA
28-2014. Instead, the persons expressed their preference of the Six Corners Association being named as
the service provider for SSA 28-2014.
Items 1 and 2
Direct Introduction

Tax levy, scope of services, budget and management agreement for Special
Service Area No. 28-2014, Six Corners

Direct Introduction

Tax levy for Special Service Area No. 76, North Michigan Avenue

Alderman Burnett asked to be recorded as present.
• Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to accept both direct introduction.
• Alderman Mitts so moved.
• Motion carried without objection.
Item 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary O’Connor, Deputy Commissioner for the Department of Planning and Development (“DPD”),
expressed DPDs approval of the budget and service provider for SSA 28-2014, item one on the
agenda.
Chairman Villegas asked if any alderman was present to speak on item one.
Alderman Gardiner spoke in favor of recommending passage of item one.
Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to recommend passage of the first item by the roll call that
was used to determine quorum.
Alderman Sposato so moved.
With no objections, motion carried.

Item 2
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary O’Connor explained why it was it was important to establish an SSA on North Michigan
Avenue, why an expedited process was necessary, and the process that was used to determine
the viability and need of an SSA.
Alderman Reilly spoke in opposition to this item. He noted that he was frustrated with the
process, particularly the abbreviated period used for approval of establishing an SSA. He added
that the normal time frame is 12 to 15 months, in contrast, this process only took five months due
to parts of the process being waived. He concluded by saying that he would have to vote “no.”
Alderman Hopkins spoke in opposition of this item and asked Committee members to vote
against the item.
Alderman Lopez asked if DPD could provide, through the Chair, a list of the waivers that were
used to expedite the SSA.
Ms. O’Connor replied that she would.
Alderman Lopez asked for the number of PINs (property identification numbers) in the SSA. More
specifically, the number of PINs that had signed on in support, those that were in opposition, and
those that neither supported nor opposed formation of the SSA. He further asked the other
members of the committee to also vote against this item in light of the fact that the expedited
process had not been applied equitably.
Alderman Cardenas asked if a recess could be taken to further explore the item.
Alderman Tunney responded that a recess would not resolve the issues at stake after so much
time had been already dedicated to it prior to the meeting. He thought the best option was to hold
this item in committee.
Alderman Lopez with a point of information: If the item was held in committee, what would be the
process if it was worked out.
Chairman Villegas deferred to DPD.
Ms. O’Connor replied that the deadline was Tuesday, December 29th and if it was not met, then
taxes could not be raised.
Alderman Lopez asked if that meant the Committee would need to hold another meeting and City
Council would then have to meet before the deadline.
Ms. O’Connor responded it would.
Alderman Hadden asked to be recorded as present.
Alderman Reilly noted that more time would help, but not under the expedited process.
Chairman Villegas asked if the vote was delayed, would the the time that had elapsed and the
conversation that have been had would be counted to the normal process.
Ms. O’Connor responded that the process would have to start anew.
Chairman Villegas decided the item would be held.
Ms. O’Connor added that the item had to be passed 10 days before the deadline.
Alderman Sposato asked if the Committee was adjourning or recessing.
He was told it was adjourning.
Alderman announced that the Committee on Finance, which was to commence after
adjournment, had new Zoom information and would begin 15 minutes after adjournment of the
Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development.

Adjournment
There being no further business, Chairman Villegas asked for a motion to adjourn.
Alderman Reilly so moved.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:19 A.M.
The members of the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development in attendance
included: Aldermen Villegas (36), Mitchell (7), Sawyer (6), Cardenas (12), Lopez (15), O’Shea (19),
Brookins (21), Tabares (23), Scott (24), Burnett (27), Reboyras (30), Mitts (37), Sposato (38), Vasquez
(40), Reilly (42), Tunney (44), and Hadden (49)

Non-members of the Committee in attendance included: Aldermen Hopkins (2), Waguespack (32), and
Gardiner (45)

Respectfully Submitted by:
Carlos Diaz
For the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development

APPENDIX
Bryan Dunham <bryandunham@hotmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 10:25 AM
To: ECTD
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to
the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
Six Corners Chamber of Commerce represents a narrow commercial and aldermanic interest and not
the greater community. I again urge you to award this contract to the Six Corners Association.
Sincerely,
Bryan Dunham

Dan Russell <drussell@buybluesky.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 10:33 AM
To: ECTD
To Whom it May ConcernI am writing this email to express my concern regarding the choice of Six Corners Service Provider. For
years the area has been served well by the Six Corners Association. I am concerned what will happen if
the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce assumes control. I am certain you have read the accounts of the
corrupt process that resulted in the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce assuming control.
I want to bring your attention to the work that this “organization” has produced in the last few months and
ask that you compare that to the output of Six Corners Association. Simply look back to their Facebook
postings around Small Business Saturday. This is an event that a community group should circle on a
calendar and blow out for the good of the small businesses in the area. The 6CCC had the same
impersonal post twice and could not even be bothered to mention a neighborhood business within the
post. How does that support the community or their businesses? The SCA in comparison has had
multiple posts supporting different businesses frequently leading up to Small Business Saturday.
The 6CCC cares so little about their own organization that for the last 7+ months they haven’t bothered to
correct the incorrect contact information listed in Alderman Gardiner’s weekly email newsletter. They are
a sham of an organization and will harm rather than help our community. Please evaluate the record they
and their founder/head Joe Angelastri have and do not hurt our neighborhood as we try to rebuild and
redevelop it.

Dan Russell
Senior Account Executive
Blue Sky Marketing Group
633 Skokie Blvd. LL100
Northbrook, IL 60062
phone: 847-562-0777 ext 126
email: drussell@buybluesky.com
website: www.buybluesky.com
https://bluesky.commonsku.com/shop/4c8ab008-ed57-4e00-88b6-3c8aa231f93c

Allison Allen <ali3allen@hotmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 10:35 AM
To: ECTD
I would like to express my support for the Six Corners Association. I have major concerns about the
process by which our Alderman Gardiner took over the SSA and unanimously voted to award Joe
Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract. This process is suspect and the City
should not honor its recommendations.
Transparency must be the cornerstone of our leadership, and that is severely lacking in the actions of
Alderman Gardiner and Alegastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce.
Thanks,
Allison Allen
45th Ward resident

Michelle Russell <mrussell1211@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 10:38 AM
To: ECTD
To Whom It May Concern:
I reside near Six Corners and have a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic
center. I have previously signed the petition that asked you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole
Service Provider contract to the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Previous meetings of the Six Corners SSA have clearly demonstrated that the SSA #28 Commission is
not acting in good faith in its effort to select the shell organization, Six Corners Chamber of Commerce
(SCCC) as the sole service provider. I am certain you have read the accounts of the corrupt process that
resulted in the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce assuming control.I have personally had interactions
with Six Corners Chamber of Commerce that I have found concerning. They include:
•

•

I started following the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce on Facebook at the beginning
of October. On October 19th I noticed I had been blocked from posting and following the
page for no reason and without warning/notification. I emailed Marlena as her email was
the one listed on the page for contact. I received a response from Joe. He said he did
not know why I was blocked and "Our social media consultant lives in India and we put
an inquiry with them. It may take some time to get a reply." I am still waiting for a
reason.
I did respond to Jo asking questions including, why he responded and not Marlena when
it was Marlena I emailed. I also asked how it is decided who is allowed and who is not
on the "community organization" page. Where were the rules? I also shared how I had
noticed that a number of comments were removed from posts. They were censoring the
comments on the page. He did not respond.

I strongly urge you to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021 contract to the Six
Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization with a track record
of success. This decision is very important for the growth of the community.
If you have any questions, please reach out to me.
Michelle Russell
4827 W Warwick Ave
847.340.2302

Ari Feinstein <arifeinstein@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 10:48 AM
To: ECTD
Cc: Letterforthemayor; Maurice Classen; Maurice Cox; Mark Roschen
Hello,
My name is Ari Feinstein and I live in the 45th Ward at 4914 W Cullom Ave, Chicago, IL 60641, just ½
mile from the Six Corners SSA. I am writing today in support of the Six Corners Association and am
asking you to award them the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract.
Six Corners Association has a long track record of success -- they have an excellent rapport with area
business owners, they proactively and creatively market and advertise its members' businesses, and they
plan events to draw people to our community.
While Alderman Gardiner and his crony Joe Angelastri are playing political games with our loca SSA with
their only goal to gain more political power and better themselves, the Six Corners Association works to
better the entire community at large.
Angelastri's Facebook group - the so-called "Six Corners Chamber of Commerce" is a shell of an
organization. It has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely
as a website and Facebook page.
For all these reasons and more, I urge you award the Six Corners Association the 2021 Six Corners SSA
Sole Service Provider contract.
With thanks,
~ Ari Feinstein
310.804.9446

Ellen Sullivan <sullivan.ellen@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 11:04 AM
To: ECTD
Good day,
As a resident living within a few blocks of Six Corners and owner of a business located within a mile of
Six Corners, I'd like to express my strong support of Six Corners Association. I have been so impressed
with the organization's work over the years to support and promote area businesses. They are a stellar
example of what a service provider for an SSA should be to the community. They have been a constant
and consistent (nonpartisan) positive influence over many years and especially so during a difficult 2020.
I see near daily updates from them about how to support local vendors and programming. I'd like to see
them continue to grow, thrive and serve Six Corners.

It would be a devastating loss to the community (business and otherwise) to unseat them, particularly
when there is no cause to do so. The alternative is not unproven, they have existed for a handful of years
almost in name only. Six Corners Chamber of Commerce has failed to provide any tangible support,
service or exert any positive influence within the community since its inception. This is a clear indication of
what the future holds in what is an extremely dire economic environment for local businesses and
residents.
These are taxpayer dollars. They should be managed by a responsible party that is not going to be selfserving and self-dealing. The only choice is Six Corners Association.
Thank you for your consideration.
Ellen Sullivan

Diana McNally <dssmcnally@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 11:11 AM
To: ECTD
Hello,
As a homeowner in the Six Corners area (4900 W Berenice block) I bought a house here because of the
promise of new business and revitalization of the area. The Six Corners Association has historically been
the catalyst to both processes. However, Alderman Jim Gardiner has taken over and politicized the Six
Corners SSA and has voted to award his buddy, local business owner Joe Angelastri, the service
provider contract. Joe Angelastri is the head of the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce, an entity in name
and Facebook only, with no discernable community engagement whatsoever.
Please do not allow Alderman Gardiner and his hand-picked Six Corners Chamber of Commerce receive
the service provider contract. We've already lost several favorite businesses and any movement on two
very large parcels of land has stalled. I feel that if the underhanded dealings going on between the
Alderman and Angelastri are able to continue, we'll see more businesses leave and the pit at Six Corners
and the former Sears development will continue to languish.
Please help this area flourish! Do not give the contract to the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce!
Thank you,
Diana McNally

Anthony Hall <anthonywhalldesign@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 11:16 AM
To: ECTD
To whom it may concern at ECTD,
My name is Anthony Hall- I live a few blocks from Six Corners and own a business within a mile of the
intersection. I am writing in regards to the Six Corners SSA. In years past it was serviced by the Six
Corners Association- an organization that has done amazing work for the neighborhood and is the only
Chicago organization recognized by Main Street USA. They’ve done an incredible job of putting on
events, highlighting our local businesses, and creating a community.
I am very concerned about the complete overhaul of the SSA by Alderman Jim Gardiner which just
unanimously voted to make the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the sole service provider. The SC
Chamber of Commerce is run by the alderman’s friend Jim Angelastri and was founded at the same time

that Jim Gardiner started his campaign for alderman, two years ago. The Chamber of Commerce has no
history of putting on events, holding regular meetings, or helping businesses. The perception to the
community is that this is strictly the Alderman rewarding his friend with a lucrative budget. Alderman
Gardiner has already shown favoritism with the same individual (Joe Angelastri) by shutting down an
approved & budgeted nearby community plaza and in turn used those funds to pave the alley behind
Joe’s business without input from the community. Furthermore, Joe A was removed from the Six Corners
Association in the past due to mismanagement of funds and harassment. To make the Chamber of
Commerce the sole service provider is to invite abuse of funds, cronyism, and reinforce everyone’s
perception that the fix is in.
I am asking for you to strongly consider the Six Corners Association as the sole service provider for this
year, and please ask the Chamber of Commerce to make a good effort in the future to help local
businesses so that they can be strongly considered in the future. My assumption is that if they are not put
in charge this upcoming year, they’ll fall dormant as they were only interested in being in charge of the
funds. Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and consider my concerns.
Anthony Hall

M Chauhan <mitu2020@yahoo.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 12:04 PM
To: ECTD
Hello ECTD Committee,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center.
I'm sending you this email to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider
contract to the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent
rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and
commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw
people to our community. In a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners
Association as "frankly, one of our better performing service providers out there... we are pleased with
their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of set backs, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's,
and now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were
playing political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA.
This started with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval
of the 2020 budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent
terms. Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a rewrite of the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the
Bylaws failed but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the
entire SSA Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing

financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the
guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend
awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all
recorded and shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri
that has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a
website and Facebook page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared
transparent or forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the ECTD Committee to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business. We ask that you reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put
what's best for the community over petty political games.
Thank you, and have a safe and happy holidays!
Mark C
3800 Block N Milwaukee Ave, 60641

Cheryl Zalenski <cmzalenski@hotmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 12:14 PM
To: ECTD
I reside in the 45th Ward and have a vested interest in seeing a revival of the struggling economic
center at Six Corners. I therefore urge you to award the Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider
contract to the Six Corners Association, which has a long history of success at Six Corners. They
have an excellent rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house
expertise and commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan
events to draw people to our community.
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development
at Six Corners due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved
businesses permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's,
and Fannie's, and have now learned that the planned development at the Sears property will likely
change significantly. These circumstances demand a reliable and experienced service provider for the
SSA.
Rather than supporting the Six Corners businesses and economy, Alderman Gardiner and local
business owner Joe Angelastri directed their time and attention to political power games, orchestrating
the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA and creating dissension. From Alderman
Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020 budget to
strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms to holding the
2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of the SSA Bylaws in an
attempt to remove one of the Commissioners, energy that should have been directed toward
supporting the business community was diverted toward petty rivalries. While the attempt to alter the

Bylaws failed, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing
financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, the Commission voted unanimously to
ignore the guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to
recommend awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization that has no history of community
engagement since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stay with the Six Corners Assocation, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a
leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for
business. We ask that DPD reject a process filled with corruption and cronyism and put the best
interests of the community at the forefront.
Thank you,
Cheryl Zalenski

Nirali Shah <niralishah15@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 12:17 PM
To: ECTD
Hello ECTD Committee,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center.
I'm sending you this email to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider
contract to the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent
rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and
commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw
people to our community. In a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners
Association as "frankly, one of our better performing service providers out there... we are pleased with
their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's,

and now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were
playing political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA.
This started with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval
of the 2020 budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent
terms. Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a rewrite of the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the
Bylaws failed but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the
entire SSA Commission.
This Commission is now composed of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing
financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the
guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend
awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all
recorded and shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri
that has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a
website and Facebook page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared
transparent or forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the ECTD Committee to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business. We ask that you reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put
what's best for the community over petty political games.
Thank you, and have a safe and happy holidays!
Nirali S
3800 Block N Milwaukee Ave, 60641

Tracy Baldwin <teb618@yahoo.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 12:43 PM
To: ECTD

Dear Planning Committee:
I've been a resident of Portage Park for 14 years. I'm deeply saddened and dismayed by the
stalled development in Six Corners--particularly the obstructionist actions by our current
Alderman Jim Gardiner and his allies. What once held so much promise is now languishing.
That's why it's more important than ever to have strong leadership to help steer this economic

engine for our neighborhood -- and the city - in the right direction by awarding the 2021 Six
Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the current service provider, the Six Corners
Association.
Our Alderman is trying to move the contract to a shell organization--the Six Corners Chamber -with only his and his ally's interest in mind, lacking any real community engagement,
transparency or public input and interest.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent
rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and
commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to
draw people to our community. In a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six
Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better performing service providers out there... we are
pleased with their ongoing performance."
A petition outlining the abuse of power by Alderman Gardiner to direct money to his shell
organization was submitted to the city recently. It's very disheartening to see that this type of
politics still happens--and that real progress with people who truly care about the whole
community, not just a select few, is stonewalled by his old-school tactics.
The quid pro quo relationship between Alderman Gardiner and local business owner and
Gardiner ally Joe Angelastri is extremely troubling. Our alderman awarded $600k of TIF
money/discretionary funds from our ward to pave the alley (!) behind Mr. Angelastri's business at
Six Corners recently. I can think of 100 other ways that money could have put to better use
during the pandemic--and the fact that type of money was spent to pave an alley of the
alderman's ally and friend is appalling.
In addition, during Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records show a documented
pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial account
passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. Mr. Angelastri should not be the leader of any community organization, especially one
to be making recommendations and/or being awarded money and contracts by the city. This type
of behavior should not be tolerated, let alone rewarded.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization with
a track record of success for economic development and engagement in our community. Please
reject the SSA Commission's corrupt and politically-motivated recommendation to award the 2021
contract to a scam shell organization--also known as the Six Corners Chamber.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Tracy Baldwin
Portage Park
John Tondelli <jtondelli@yahoo.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 12:59 PM
To: ECTD

Hello,
I am writing this email to you to express my support for the Six Corners Association. I
have grave concerns about the process by which Alderman James Gardiner took over
the SSA which unanimously voted to award his friend and supporter Joe Angelastri's Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract.
Thank you.
John Tondelli

Anita Hageman <emailanitahageman@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 2:43 PM
To: ECTD
To the committee:
I am a 40-year resident of the Old Irving Park neighborhood, and I am writing to express my support of
the Six Corners Association, whose recommendations should be adhered to over the directive of
Alderman Gardiner.
Gardiner continues his mission of blindsiding of the community by awarding Joe Angelastri the 2021
contract for the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce, pushing through initiatives contrary to the wishes
and best interest of the community at large.
It is in the interest of the community that you follow the recommendations put forth by the Six Corners
Association, who work collectively and tirelessly to assess the best way to revitalize their neighborhood
businesses. All have invested in property and are committed to long-term goals to improve their
neighborhood over the reckless initiatives promoted by Alderman Gardiner, that serves to profit a few at
the expense of existing businesses and residents.
Please support the betterment of our neighborhood by rejecting Joe Angelastri/Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce, and Alderman Gardiner’s proposals by honoring the recommendations of the Six Corners
Association, as they best represent the goals of our community.
Respectfully,
Anita Hageman
emailanitahageman@gmail.com

Beth Morrissey <chigirl77@hotmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 4:01 PM
To: ECTD

Hello,

We are residents of Jefferson Park and we are concerned about the process by which
Alderman Jim Gardiner took over the SSA to award Joe Angelastri's Six Corners
Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract.
Since we moved here in 2018, we've been disappointed by how little development has
occurred in the neighborhood and with the current economy other businesses are
closing, like Fannie's a cute neighborhood bakery/coffee shop. There is a big hole at the
intersection of Milwaukee/Irving/Cicero. Milwaukee Ave. is mostly empty store fronts
and has been like that for years!
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners and it does
not seem fair that a friend of the Alderman was just awarded this contract. Why? We do
not trust him to put the community first.
We ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the
current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
Sincerely,
Beth Morrissey
Tim Fluhr
4859 W. Ainslie Street

wade johnston <wade@hey.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 5:30 PM
To: ECTD
I wanted to provide my support to awarding the SSA sole Service Provider to the SCA. They have done a
great job the last few years and I see no reason to switch to a new provider with no track record of
service, but with significant ambiguous ties to the current alderman.
I've included a quote below that represents how I think about who should be the SSA sole provider:
"I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the
current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance.""
thank you
Wade Johnston
4149 N Keystone Ave

Melissa Arning <melissaarning@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 6:45 PM
To: ECTD

To Whom It May Concern:
As a homeowner who lives just 5 blocks from Six Corners, I have a vested interest in seeing a revival
of our struggling economic center. I write you today to advocate for this district and encourage you to
retain Six Corners Association as sole service provider.
No reason has been given for stripping Six Corners Association (6CA) of its stewardship- in fact, it has
provided award-winning service to our struggling district and continues to be a great resource for nearby
businesses and residents. However, meetings on the matter have clearly demonstrated that the SSA #28
Commission is determined to select Joe Angelastri and his shell organization, Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce (SCCC), as the sole service provider.
As you may be aware, Joe Angelastri was previously removed from his role with 6CA due to multiple
reports of unethical and unbecoming behavior in his official role within the organization. This history is
well-documented at the DPD. It is upsetting that he could now be in direct control of the considerable
funds allocated to SSA #28. As Mr. Angelstrani has close ties to the 45th ward alderman and both have
repeatedly shown animosity towards the leaders of 6CA, I can only assume this is a collaborative powergrab in order to install a commission that will follow the alderman's every directive.
Furthermore, Joe Angelastri/SCCC has no relevant experience and has continuously demonstrated a lack
of understanding of the duties and processes of being an SSA service provider. The presentation given
by SCCC at the 9/23 Commissioners Meeting was embarrassingly devoid of any substance. 6CA, on the
other hand, has faithfully and responsibly performed those duties prior to now, and their presentation
clearly displayed their preparedness and expertise.
I implore you to retain 6CA in its current role as sole service provider- any other move would reek of
corruption and cronyism. Our district cannot afford such a shortsighted act, especially at a time when Six
Corners so profoundly depends on good stewardship.
Thank you for your time,
Melissa Arning

Rita Behrendt <ritabubbles@outlook.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 9:55 PM
To: ECTD
I support the Six Corners Association and do not support Ald. Gardner.

Terrie Albano <tgalban2@gmail.com>
Thu 12/10/2020 10:29 PM
To: ECTD
Dear Honorable Committee Members,
I am writing to voice my support for the Six Corners Association.

I have grave concerns about the process by which Ald. Jim Gardiner took over the SSA, which
unanimously voted to award Joe Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract. I
believe there is serious corruption and cronyism going on that is not in the best interest of the local
businesses and surrounding community.
Last week I signed a petition that outlines the corrupt dealings going on at Six Corners. I live near Six
Corners. I grew up near Six Corners. My first job was at the now-defunct Six Corners Sears and
Roebuck. I shop at Six Corners and frequent the area.
However I do not live in the 45th Ward, which is currently represented by Ald. Gardiner. The 45th
Ward residents will have to weigh in on whether he has done a good job as alderman in the next
election.
In the meantime, he is wreaking havoc with Six Corners, which people outside his ward, like me,
utilize. The charges of corruption on the petition I signed are serious. For goodness sake, please don’t
reward bad behavior.
Six Corners Association has been a responsible group stewarding the resources in a fair and
democratic manner. They have the confidence of the community and a proven track record. They
have my support.
Thank you for your time, Teresa Albano, 5700 W. Eddy, Chicago, IL 60634

Steve Dennis <stevedennis@rocketmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:07 AM
To: ECTD
I am writing to show support for the Six Corners Association and to ask that you continue to keep them as
the SSA Sole Service Provider for Six Corners on Irving Park. They have been doing great work in that
part of the community and Mark Roshen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our
better performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Many of the long term projects for Six Corners have stalled over the past year and many neighborhood
businesses have closed. As we have the problems caused by the pandemic Alderman Jim Gardiner who
has only just been elected has been working with local friends such as Joe Angelstri to usurp SCA and
install their own service providers. It is known that Gardiner tried to change the SSA byelaws and
eventually restricted the group so much many of them resigned and he installed a puppet group of
people. Gardiner claims to listen to his community and claims transparency - but hasn't held a single
virtual ward night through the last 9 months. Their has been no public discussion or meeting about the
SSA and infact they ignored Mr Roshen's glowing statement about SCA and instead chose to hand the
contract to Angelastri's own Six Corners Chamber of Commerce.

I ask you to award the contract to SCA who have a known record of success and support within City
Council and no political ties with the Alderman, an Alderman currently facing a federal lawsuit and
overseeing the collapse of a number of property and retail developments at Six Corners.

Regards,
Steve Dennis
60618

Steve Held <sheld@outlook.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 11:17 AM
To: ECTD
Honorable Committee Members,
I am sending you the statement below on behalf of the more than 300 neighbors who live, shop, or work
around Six Corners who signed a petition supporting the Six Corners Association for the selection of
SSA #28’s 2021 sole service provider. Earlier this week, we delivered the details of this petition to the
Mayor, Commissioner Cox, and Assistant Commissioner Roschen. This morning we also delivered the
petition details to Chairman Villegas. I’m not including the full petition results here, which Chairman
Villegas has, to avoid entering my friends’ and neighbors’ email and home addresses into the public
record.
We would like to thank all involved for the diligence demonstrated thus far by not acting quickly on SSA
#28’s recommendation to change sole service providers and for your consideration of the community’s
concerns. To summarize, our concern is that the SSA has been politicized and corrupted by Alderman
Gardiner. This entire process has been anything but transparent and honest. Unusual moves were made
by the Mayor’s office earlier this year which led to mass resignations from the SSA. It’s unclear what role
and influence, if any, was wielded to orchestrate these events by Alderman Gardiner’s now wife,
Samantha Fields, a senior advisor still to this day in the Mayor’s office. However, this entire sequence of
events and process leading us up to this point certainly has the appearance of corruption, cronyism, and
backroom deals.
We ask that this Committee only vote on an Ordinance selecting the Six Corners’ Association as SSA
#28’s sole service provider for 2021 – not only because they are the best option for the community and
future economic vitality of the area – but also to make it clear to the public that you reject this corruption
and to encourage a more fair and transparent process next year. We ask you to please carefully review
and consider this information as this Committee weighs approving an ordinance entering into a sole
service provider contract for SSA #28.
___________
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the
current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, and
now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.

While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were playing
political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA. This started
with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020
budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms.
Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of
the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed
but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021
service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners has
already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a business at
Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared transparent or
forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021
contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization
with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to help grow this
economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a leader with a
documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for business. We ask
that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what's best for the
community over petty political games.
Thank you,
The undersigned neighbors at Six Corners
Steve Held
Pete Czosnyka
Dominic Maino III
Nicole Flores
Amy Meadows
Maurice Friedman
LARRY LAPIANA
Eileen Lopez
Jessica Finley
Gerta Sorensen
Roger Falk
Steve Dennis
Ellen Hill
Cheryl Zalenski
Melissa Arning
Wade Johnston
Anthony Hall

Tara Tidwell-Cullen
Martin Bentley
Daniel Russell
Aurelio Galindo Jr
Brendan Tidwell-Cullen
Meridith Cannon
Jessica Moore
Meaghan Hurley
Nilda Soler
Monica Komperda
Patrick Driscoll
Lisa Pizzello
Daniel Powers
Ann Davidson
Katherine Geisler
Debby Scheck
Donna Dluhy
Kate Lapin
Nirali Shah
Paul Foreman
Martin Vander Vaart
Eric Etten
Calnen Swingen
Dominick Maino
Kathleen Forde
Tanya King
Ellen Sullivan
James Suh
Leslie Shiau
Mark Chauhan
Kevin Carroll
Emily Miller
Kathryn Tonellato
Amanda Marien
John Arena
Linda Lehman
Joe Betancourt Sr.
Liz Mills
Mike Blaha
Amy Srubas
Eliza Bangert
Paul Dovydaitis
Kathleen Held
Michael Flaherty
Susan Dreeben
Kelli Wefenstette
Deanna Lesht
Michelle Russell
James Pulker
Raine Kiveste
Gerald Kelel
George Karzas
Michael Innocenzi
Mary Paulos
Curt Myerd
Jennifer Jones
Beth Morrissey
Ronald Gonzalez

Barbara Murphy
Amanda Odon
Michael Gustafson
Lori Winther
Shanna Karamaniolas
Colleen Riley
Venecia Sanchez
Merry Marwig
Jill Bass
CARL VOGEL
LUCAS VOGEL
Victoria Sanders
Laura Singer
Jill Arena
Maggie Obrien
Carly Bolger
Eric Craig
Sarah Dennis
Rosemarie Clohisy
Megan Mathias
Lilian Ngobi
Brad Lassila
Alex Lassila
Jacob Daneman
Anna Lassila
Paul Harris
Kimmi Darovec
Tania Lindsay
Manny Garcia
Jerry Smith
Liz Ptacek
Peter Barash
Joel Reese
Danielle Parisi Ruffatto
Aaron Hale
Daniel Christian
Michelle Buchecker
Kathy Jordan Saff
Karen Thrash
Andrew Nicolaou
John Hughes
Suzy Jackson
Heather Debby
Babette Novak
Anna Zolkowski
Rajani Chilukuri
Joanne Otte
Sara Gronkiewicz-Doran
Carl Saff
Janet Messmer
Mary Carroll
Rachel Galan
Megan Mathias
Erin Rezmer
Bob Brobson
Jason Gronkiewicz-Doran
Fiona O'Brien
Sarada Amani

Melissa Greene
Amy Volpert
Melissa Basilone
Scott Bryson
Charles Kite
Ari Feinstein
Kacie Hattaway
Lori Winther
Nicholas Frank
Rachel Mylan
Liljana Miteva
Leah Stephens
Felix Chan
pat obrien
Danielle McMann-Griffin
Anna Ware
Georgette Foss
Roberto Lugo, Jr.
Brian Solem
Harry Ward
Robert Groszek
Denise Iskowitz
Kathleen Boyle
George Weiss
Jason Elewski
Marta Lettofsky
Lainie Castle-Cimfel
Rebekah Wassenaar
Rebecca Devlin
Maxim Lukawski
Jackie Intres
Stephanie Rybandt
Maureen Miller
Brady Knippenberg
Mickey Laxner
Brenna Beato
Susan Longworth
Sarah Contorer
Sheila OHara
Tokhui Na
Paul Pumo
Barbara Cohn
Gayle Christensen
Annmarie van Altena
Jennifer Trejo
Jessica Paulsen
Susan Strong-Dowd
Dana McKinney
Tracy Baldwin
Chris Russette
Rachel Miller
Joseph Basilone
Rolando Rodriguez
Paul Bulow
Edward Knigge
Lisa Rae
BRYAN DUNHAM
Carolyn Schneider

Robert Van Hook
Dea Lunsford
Steven Rabeor
Gina Totten
Jessica Navin
Barbara Longworth
Adam Vavrick
Rita Carlson
Anita Hageman
Reetu Sanders
Robert Chase
Hannah Lehman
Mary Beamish
margaret hageman
Laura Baginski
John Tondelli
Mark Hansen
Harry Ward
Michael Nordstrom
Sinisa Rasberger
Theresa Ibarra
Thomas Denio
Jane Smith
Dana Moran
Karen Kazmierczak
Scott Legan
Dawn Nettnin
Lena Reynolds
Linda Carretero
Ana Olivares
William Bucher
Cecilia Garcia
Madelyn Ryan
Jennifer Baron
Erika Garcia
Laura McKee
Colleen Dibraccio
Andrea Hoffmann
Andrea Mitchell
Eric Munn
Andrea Munn
HOWARD MANDEL
Sean Noonan
Melissa Grant
Deborah Shaw-Staley
Mary Shapiro
Donna Biernadski
Teresa Albano
Michele Porter
Sergey Chernov
Guillermo Garcia
Stephen Marcus
kristen siemienkowicz
Sean Bradley
Kara Clemente
Andrea Mitchell
Eric Carley
Sinisa Rasberger

Stephanie Farmer
Nicholas Matonich
Kristopher Mika
Lisa Collins
Deborah Shaw-Staley
Heather Shabander
Kathleen Barnes
Katie Miller
Brandon Weninger
Eileen Dohnalek
Barbara Chadwick
Debra Gleason
Rita Behrendt
Barbara Murphy
Carlos Ramirez
Jessie Yanson
Susan Gregoire
Monica Mesikapp
Debra Sitar
Magdalena Garrison
Kevin Murphy
Deborah Rabeor
John Baldwin
Beth Valukas
AGNIESZKA Wiewiora
Lindsey Miller
Mark Garcia
Jacob Moore
Carolyn Frazier
jill sorn
Trisha Leith
Ryan Sinon
Seth Middleton
Janna Lyhus
Joseph Zefran
Arlene Orend
Hannah Kraus
Jeanne Brady
Erin Sund
Stephen Malone
Deborah Rabeor
Julie Palles
Meegan Bassett
David Kargl
Krista Elam
Katie Madden
John Jones
Deanna Varagona
Jennifer Burns
Allison Allen
Diana McNally
Paige Thompson
Stephen Pettinger
Aimee Starck
Gina Munoz
Liz Poppenhosue
William Dick
Diane Komar

Shannon Resnick
Joseph Lococo
Lindsey Lococo
Emma Camell
Meredith O’Sullivan
Peter Kohberger
Clara Guerrero
Kara Wagner Sherer
David Billingham
William Dick
Jean Billingham
Robert Chase

William Dick <billwdick@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:08 PM
To: ECTD
Dear Committee Members,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the
current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, and
now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were playing
political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA. This started
with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020
budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms.
Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of
the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed
but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021
service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.

In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners has
already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a business at
Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared transparent or
forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021
contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization
with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to help grow this
economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a leader with a
documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for business. We ask
that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what's best for the
community over petty political games.
Thank you,
William Dick
5328 W. Agatite Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630

Steve Rabeor <steverabeor@yahoo.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:10 PM
To: ECTD

Please look into the hostile take over of this association by the local 45th ward alderman. He is using to
put his friends in charge and must be stopped.
Thank you for your attention to this.
Steven Rabeor

Amy Meadows <camellmeadows@earthlink.net>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:12 PM
To: ECTD
I have written before and, yes, there's a petition that beautifully articulates the contentious, corrupt
situation here in Chicago's NW Side. I'll get right to the point-James Gardiner is out of his depth. Manipulative, corrupt.
Joe Angelastri is a bitter man with a documented history of abusive, unhealthy behavior.
Between the two, there has been irreparable damage wrought in Chicago's Six Corners neighborhood.
Again, the petition outlines the disasters in detail.
The accredited Main Street organization, the Six Corners Association is the proven, professional
body that should continue to administer SSA funds.Period. If there were questionable practices or
issues with operations, then by all means--let's open the RFP and debate.
There is no Chamber of Commerce. Again, hard stop. Just a shell, a sham organization bent on revenge
and undoing all things with associated with or improvements implemented by John Arena.
Petty.

Unprofessional. Unethical.
We're better than this. I beseech you to avert further disaster and take the necessary steps to preserve
the role of the well-reputed, well-run Six Corners Association.
Please.
Amy Meadows
Old Irving Park

Lori Winther <loriramos6156@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:16 PM
To: ECTD
I am writing to express my support for the Six Corners Association to serve as the 2021 service provider
for the 2021 tax levy.
There has been a high level of corruption in our ward of late and I believe that Six Corners Association,
and ONLY Six Corners Association, will provide objectivity and transparency to this process.
The City of Chicago should not honor the recommendations of the SSA as this process has been
corrupted by politics and self-interest.
Sincerely,
Lori Winther
4134 N. Lawler Avenue, 60641

James Suh <jamessuh@ameritech.net>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:20 PM
To: ECTD
Committee Members,
I am writing today in regard to the selection of a sole service provider for SSA #28, and to voice my
support for the continuance of Six Corners Association in that role.
I am aware that the Six Corners Association has long enjoyed the Department of Planning and
Development's support due to its diligent performance in carrying out its prescribed duties as the SSA's
sole service provider. However, this highly experienced and accredited organization is now being
eschewed in favor of Six Corners Chamber of Commerce (SCCC), which has only the basic facade of an
organization, has no meaningful experience, and is founded by Joe Angelastri, an individual whose
malfeasance is known and documented with the DPD to the extent that he has not been permitted to rejoin SSA #28's commission
The proposal for SCCC to become SSA 28's service provider follows after a series of troubling and
seemingly inexplicable changes surrounding the SSA's leadership, which were clearly orchestrated for
this sole purpose. It has been baffling as to why DPD was willingly abetting in this politically motived
interference, until recently when Mayoral senior aide Samantha Fields was announced to be engaged
and subsequently married to 45th Ward Alderman Gardiner.
I am encouraged by the deferring of the issue thus far, which I hope is indicative of the Committee's
awareness of the improprieties that have occurred. I trust that the Committee will not tacitly endorse and
encourage the blatant corruption and cronyism perpetrated to the detriment of our local Six Corners

community, and that it will stand up for fairness and transparency by selecting the Six Corners
Association as the continued sole service provider.
Best Regards,
James Suh
Concerned 45th Ward Resident

Mike Innocenzi <pantagrapher@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:24 PM
To: ECTD
Dear Committee Members,
I am writing to express my support for the Six Corners Association to continue as sole service provider for
Six Corners. As I'm sure you know by now, Alderman Jim Gardiner and Joe Angelastri have unfairly
attacked and maligned this organization since the former took office. It's been an ugly, dishonest
campaign and completely unnecessary and harmful to this struggling business district. And now
Angelastri wants to be rewarded for his spotty record and poor behavior with yet another promotion—this
time to directing a budget he has shown in the past he is incapable of fostering responsibly.
I strongly object to this.
Six Corners Association is a highly respected organization that the people of this area trust to continue
working on behalf of the business district and utilizing service funds in a transparent, responsible manner.
Respectfully,
Mike Innocenzi
45th Ward resident

Sinisa Rasberger <sinisa@chicagohealthfoods.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:25 PM
To: ECTD
Dear Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development,
I am writing to support the Six Corners Association.
I live on 4000 block of Kolmar ave - one block from six corners.
Please protect us who live near six corners from 45 ward Alderman and his bullies. Alderman forcedly
dissolved the Six Corners Association and planted his supporter Joe Angelastri in a new organization
seeking zero input from his constituents and nearby residents.
This was modus operandi for the alderman since day 1. Only a handful of residents who voted for him are
in the loop on what he’s doing. His supporters like Angelastri get their alleys paved - look it up and put in
positions of power.
I hope you get enough emails like mine to help give you an insight into his shady dealings in our ward.

Help please with this important issue until we get the chance to vote him out.
Sincerely,
Siniša Rasberger

Eric Munn <secondcitywolverine@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:26 PM
To: ECTD
Hi there,
My name is Eric Munn.
I live at 5457 W Leland Ave in the 45th Ward.
I'm emailing as a neighbor of the Six Corners neighborhood for support of the Six Corners Association as
the SSA.
I have STRONG concerns has to how Alderman Gardiner has changed the contract over to the Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce. There was little to no input from the community, and in my time living in
this neighborhood I've been very impressed with how the Six Corners Association has provided
information on things to do in the community.
Please ensure they remain the SSA in 2021.
Thank you.

Kathryn Tonellato <kathryn.tonellato@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:26 PM
To: ECTD

Dear Committee Members,

I live close to Six Corners, and am emailing to ask that you award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole
Service Provider contract to the Six Corners Association.

The Six Corners Association has a proven track record of providing quality service. Given the challenges
facing local businesses during this time, it is vitally important to award the contract to an organization with
actual experience.

The Six Corners Chamber of Commerce is a shell organization. The recent complete turnover of the SSA
Commissioners, and their unanimous vote to recommend the Chamber (without discussion, and prior to
issuing a request for proposals) points to blatant corruption.

I strongly urge this committee to reject the recommendation to award the contract to the sham Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce, and renew the contract for the Six Corners Association.

Thank you,

Kathryn Tonellato

Maureen Miller <mvigland12@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:27 PM
To: ECTD
Dear ECTD Committee Members,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
have major concerns about the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce, its history in the area, and the
process by which it is being shoved into the SSA provider role with seemingly no real concern for the
future of this neighborhood.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent
rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and
commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw
people to our community.
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's,
and now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were
playing political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA.
This started with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval
of the 2020 budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent
terms. Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a rewrite of the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the
Bylaws failed but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the
entire SSA Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing
financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the
guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend

awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all
recorded and shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri
that has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a
website and Facebook page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared
transparent or forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the committee to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021
contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business. Please, reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what's
best for the community over petty political games.
Thank you,
Maureen & Jonathan Miller
4112 N Lowell Ave

Michael Flaherty <mjflaherty2011@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:28 PM
To: ECTD
Hello,
My name is Michael Flaherty, I’ve lived within Six Corners community for 46 years. The Six Corners
Association is one of the most valuable community organizations the NW Side has ever seen; and they
has been recognized through award winning programming! They are the reason 6 Corners is seeing such
an resurgence!
6CA engages the community in very open, positive and inviting forums; they provide transparency in their
processes; they offer numerous opportunities for neighbors to volunteer; and have been a source of light
shining through all of the blight!
The methods Alderman Gardiner and Joe Angelastri have leveraged to undermine this organization in
favor of the nascent Six Corners Chamber of Commerce are rooted in the ugliest forms of corruption,
intimidation, and cronyism that has plagued our city’s image for decades. This form of political gambit is
corrosive and counter productive.
I ask the appropriate committees to award good community stewardship over corrupt political cronyism. I
ask that Six Corners Association continue as the sole service provider of the SSA. They have proven their
leadership in community and economic development.
Sincerely,
Michael Flaherty
Concerned and engaged resident

debrscheck@aol.com
Fri 12/11/2020 12:31 PM
To: ECTD

I want to express my support for the Six Corners Association.
I object to the process by which Alderman Gardiner took over the SSA and opted to award Joe
Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the contract. He is reward his fr and not listening to
community input. In fact, Alderman Gardiner does respond to emails or mess left at his office. The City
should not honor his recommendations in this regard.
Debby Scheck
5448 N Menard

Aimée Starck <ahhmee@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:34 PM
To: ECTD
Dear Committee Members,
Thank you for the opportunity to express my support for the Six Corners Association. As an Old Irving
Park resident, I’m concerned about the process in which Alderman Gardiner has clearly demonstrated
favoritism to suit his best interests, along with his affiliates. This should not be political, this should be
about what is right for our residents.
In writing to you today, I am hopeful that the Committee will not honor the recommendation and will opt in
favor of the Six Corners Association.
Thank you for your time today and have a wonderful holiday season.
Kind Regards,
Aimée Starck

Sarah Contorer <scontorer@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:35 PM

To: ECTD
To the The Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development:
I am a resident of the northwest side of Chicago, and am writing to express my support for the Six
Corners Association. I object to Six Corners SSA's illegitimate recommendation to change service
providers by granting the 2021 contract to a shell of an organization, the Six Corners Chamber. This is
clearly not in the best interests of the community. The contract should be awarded to the Six Corners
Association.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Sarah Contorer
3200 block, W. Berteau Ave.

Peter Barash <psbarash@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:37 PM
To: ECTD
I am writing today in regard to the selection of a sole service provider for SSA #28, and to both voice my
support for the continuance of Six Corners Association in that role and condemn the selection of the Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce for this role.
I am aware that the Six Corners Association has long enjoyed the Department of Planning and
Development's support due to its diligent performance in carrying out its prescribed duties as the SSA's
sole service provider. The SCA has been called one of the best providers in the City by DPD personnel.
However, this highly experienced and accredited organization is now being falsely attacked in an effort to
replace them with Six Corners Chamber of Commerce (SCCC), which has only the basic facade of an
organization, has no meaningful experience, and is founded by Joe Angilestri, an individual whose
malfeasance is known and documented with the DPD to the extent that he has not been permitted to rejoin SSA #28's board. If this were allowed it would represent a direct attack on our community and
overrule the expressed wishes of the community.
The proposal for SCCC to become SSA 28's service provider follows after a series of troubling and
seemingly inexplicable changes surrounding the SSA's leadership, which were clearly orchestrated for
this sole purpose but Alderman Gardiner, Joe Angilestri, and possibly mayoral advisor Sam Fields
(married to Alderman Gardiner). It has been baffling as to why DPD was willingly abetting in this
politically motived interference, until recently when Mayoral senior aide Samantha Fields, the primary
liaison between SSA #28 and City Hall, was announced to be engaged and subsequently married to 45th
Ward Alderman Gardiner. This relationship predates the shanannigans with our SSA (although the
relationship nor the conflict of interest were revealed publicly) and calls into question whether the
apolitical process with SSAs has been compromised in this instance. Putting this SSA and its hefty
budget in the hands of Joe Angilestri and Alderman Gardiner puts the objectives of the Sole Provider in
doubt.
I am encouraged by the Committee's deferring of the issue thus far, which I hope is indicative of the
Committee's awareness of the improprieties that have thus far occurred. I trust that the Committee will
not tacitly endorse and encourage the blatant corruption and cronyism occurring to the detriment of our
local Six Corners community, and that it will stand up for fairness and transparency by selecting the Six
Corners Association as the continued sole service provider. Our community and its business districts are
counting on you to do what is right for the community rather than submitting to the suspect intentions of
Alderman Gardiner and his handpicked SSA.
-peter barash-

Barbara Murphy <thefroyolady@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:39 PM
To: ECTD
Cc: sixcornersorganizing@gmail.com
To Whom it may concern,
I am a resident and business owner near the Six Corners area. We love this area and really want to
express our support for the Six Corners Association and our concerns about the process by which
Alderman Jim Gardiner took over the SSA which unanimously voted to award Joe Angelastri's Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract. This process is corrupt and a blatant abuse of power
by the Alderman from the start and the City should not honor its recommendations.

I have also been a victim of the Alderman's Abuse of power that I have reported to the Cityof Chicago,
The City Clerk's Office and the OIG. For your committee to honor what Alderman Gardiner brings to you
without validating the information or investigating it - especially with so many people opposed - is an
outright disregard for the constituents of the 45th ward. It also supports Alderman Privilege and abuse of
power by Alderman Gardiner.
Respectfully,
-Barbara Murphy
Perfectly Imperfect CDH Mama
"It all works out in the end. If it hasn't worked out yet, it isn't the end - Keep the Faith"

Eileen Lopez <eileenmlopez@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:47 PM
To: ECTD
Cc: Letterforthemayor; Maurice Classen; Maurice Cox; Mark Roschen
Dear Mayor Lightfoot, Commissioner Cox, and Assistant Commissioner Roschen,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract
to the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, and
now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were playing
political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA. This started
with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020
budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms.
Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of
the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed
but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now composed of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021
service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.

In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners has
already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a business at
Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared transparent or
forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a
leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for
business. We ask that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put
what's best for the community over petty political games.
Thank you,
Eileen Lopez
–
Eileen López
(she/her)

Kathleen Brangan Held <katheld@outlook.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 12:57 PM
To: ECTD
To The Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development:
I am writing to ask you to support the Six Corners Association. The Six Corners Association has a
long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport with area business owners,
reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver required services,
market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In a recent SSA
meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance." As a
member of the community, I am grateful for their service.
Alderman Gardiner threatened and bullied the previous Six Corners Association board members until
they resigned. Now he has partnered with Joe Angelastri of City News Cafe to create a shell company,
Six Corners Chamber, to service the area. Have you investigated this? Have you visited Six Corners
lately? Come visit the alley behind City News Cafe. Alderman Gardiner recently re-directed $600K in
TIF from a planned pedestrian plaza at Cuyler and Milwaukee to a paved alley project behind Joe
Angelastri's business. Is that appropriate? Why did they re-direct the funds to the alley? Is a paved
alley in the best interest of Six Corners?
Simply put the Six Corners community needs your help. Alderman Gardiner and Joe Angelastri are
documented bullies and harassers seeking more power and control to serve their self-interests.
Please vote to select the Six Corners Association, who serves our community, as SSA #28's sole
service provider.
Thank you,

Kathleen Brangan Held, Old Irving Park

lts72@aol.com
Fri 12/11/2020 1:02 PM
To: ECTD
Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development (ECTD)

I am a resident of Portage Park on the NW side of Chicago. I have lived here for over 25 years. I have
volunteered extensively with Six Corners Association over the years. The Six Corners Association has
worked so well to build relationships and a community vision for our neighborhood. The volunteers and
employees of the Six Corners Association want the best for all residents and businesses of our
community. They worked to make our neighborhood a model for other neighborhoods in the Chicago and
the country. It was all going so well...
Now through the corrupt actions of Alderman Gardner, Mr. Joe Angelastri and others much of the work to
build up Six Corners has been rolled back. The process to give a contract to the Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce is wrought with problems. It has not been a transparent process or followed the proper
procedures. The fix is in to benefit a few vs a wholistic community plan of development.
Mayor Lori Lightfoot ran on a campaign of ending alderman prerogative and encouraging integrity in local
government. Please support the city's recommendations and not award a contract to the Six Corners
Chamber of Commerce. We need a ray of hope here that city government can operate honestly and
effectively.
Sincerely,
Laura Singer
4855 W. Newport Ave.
Chicago, IL 60641
773-736-2562

DMKM Development, LLC <4812montrose@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:03 PM
To: ECTD
Cc: SixCornersOrganizing@gmail.com
As a resident and property owner of the 45th Ward, we hope you will take into
consideration Alderman Gardiner's history of abuse of power when making a decision on how the city's
money will be spent. We fully support the Six Corners Association and have tremendous concerns
regarding the process Alderman Gardiner took to assign Joe Angelastri the Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce 2021 Contract.
It is no secret that Alderman Gardiner goes by a set of rules very different from most Adlerman. Please
do not allow him to assign a contract to one sole person, because essentially that is the NEW chamber,
Joe Angelastri. There will be no checks and balances of the money and it will only elevate the amount of
corruption in Chicago. Be a part of the solution, do your homework!!
Kevin Murphy,

Gerta Sorensen <gerta@sorensenlondon.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:19 PM
To: ECTD

To the Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development, City of Chicago:
I live near Six Corners on the northwest side of the city. As you know, our area was once a vibrant
commercial and retail district. Over the past few decades, we’ve had our share of economic setbacks —
such as chronic empty storefronts; the closing of beloved local businesses such as Josi’s, Frunchroom,
Fischman’s, Fannie’s Cafe; and the closing of Sears, which was the retail anchor of the community for
decades.
I understand that this committee has still not selected a 2021 service provider for the Six Corners area. I
am writing to you to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the
current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
For years the Six Corners Association has had a history of success at Six Corners. They have brought
new development, businesses, and organizations to the area, such a Binney’s, Culver’s, the National
Veterans Art Museum, and the Filament Theater. They have been a guiding presence in our area and
have an excellent rapport with area business owners. Most importantly, they are a known and trusted
organization within the community.
Therefore, in my opinion, it only makes sense to award the 2021 SSA Sole Service Provider contract to
the Six Corners Association.
Thank you for your consideration.
Gerta Sorensen

Eliza Bangert <eliza.bangert@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:23 PM
To: ECTD
I'm writing to voice my support for the Six Corners Association as the Sole Service Provider of the Six
Corners SSA. I don't live in the 45th ward, but I live just south of Six Corners, and am very
concerned about the status of our business district.
The Six Corners Association has done an excellent job in the past, and I see no reason to award the Sole
Service Provider contract to an unknown entity such as the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce.
Alderman Gardiner has obstructed major new developments that would have helped create density in the
neighborhood, and could have helped to prevent the closure of beloved, local businesses in the
area. Gardiner also held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a rewrite of the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the
Bylaws failed, but Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021

service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business.
Thank you,
Eliza Bangert

queticoz@aol.com
Fri 12/11/2020 1:23 PM
To: ECTD
Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development (ECTD),
Good afternoon.
I am a resident of Portage Park on the NW side of Chicago and have lived here for over 25 years. My wife
and I have volunteered extensively with Six Corners Association over the years. The Six Corners
Association has worked so well to build relationships and a community vision for our neighborhood. The
volunteers and employees of the Six Corners Association want the best for all residents and businesses
of our community. They worked to make our neighborhood a model for other neighborhoods in the
Chicago and the country. It was all going so well...
Now through the actions of Alderman Gardner, Mr. Joe Angelastri and others, much of the work to build
up Six Corners has been rolled back. The process to give a contract to the Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce is wrought with problems. It has not been a transparent process or followed the proper
procedures. The fix is in to benefit a few vs. a wholistic community plan of development.
Mayor Lori Lightfoot ran on a campaign of ending alderman prerogative and encouraging integrity in local
government. Please support the city's recommendations and not award a contract to the Six Corners
Chamber of Commerce. We need a ray of hope here that city government can operate honestly and
effectively.
Please contact me directly if you have any additional questions regarding this letter.
Sincerely,
Sean F. Bradley
4855 W. Newport Ave.
Chicago, IL 60641
773-550-0708

robert chase <robchasejr@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:34 PM
To: ECTD

To whom it may concern,
It has been brought to my attention that the Six Corner Association has not been given a fair chance to
continue to represent the neighborhood. Since moving to my home, the Six Corners Association has been
a great resource and I feel they have done a great job at bettering our community. Please vote to keep
the Six Corners Association as our service provider.
Wishing you the best,
Rob Chase

Joanne Otte <joanne.otte@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:45 PM
To: ECTD
Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development (ECTD),
I am very concerned about the process that Alderman Gardiner used to take over the SSA, which
awarded the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract. The Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce is really a shell of an organization run by Joe Angelastri. The organization that has been doing
community work in the area, with a track record, is the Six Corners Association. They should be awarded
the contract for 2021. It's ridiculous to me that the other organization is even being considered.
Sincerely,
Joanne Otte
Neighbor, community member

Paul Dovydaitis <paul.dovy@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:50 PM
To: ECTD
Committee Members,
I'm writing to you in support of Six Corners Association for 2021 Sole Service Provider for SSA #28.
I have lived just a block outside the SSA boundaries for the last 8 years and frequent the businesses in
the service area on a daily basis. Competent administration of the service area is key to the future
success of Six Corners, and the Six Corners Association has performed the job of sole service provider
flawlessly - even being recognized by Mark Roschen of the DPD as one of the best such organizations in
the SSA program.
While I don't pretend to follow all the politics around this bidding process, I did sit in on the SSA
commission meetings discussing this change and presenting the proposals. A few key things stood out to
me:
1. The SSA commissioners had no interest in following the DPD-outlined proposal process,
and only did so at the mandate of DPD. In fact at the initial meeting where this was
discussed, they voted on this issue before backtracking and allowing the standard RFP
process.

2. The proposal presented by the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce was lacking in both
detail and professionalism, and largely focused on activities outside the purview of sole
service provider.
3. In contrast, the proposal presented by the Six Corners Association was professional and
focused on how they would competently manage SSA funds and contracting at the
direction of the commission.
4. As was raised by multiple area residents during the public comment period, Joe
Angelastri, who runs SCCC, has a checkered past in relation to this SSA. According to
DPD records he is accused of harassing Six Corners Association employees and
spending SSA dollars outside the normal contracting process during his tenure as a
commissioner. His involvement here should be a huge red flag.
For these reasons I strongly urge you not to support any ordinance relating to the SSA #28 2021 Sole
Service Provider if the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce is included.
Thank You,
Paul Dovydaitis

Michelle Buchecker <mmbuchecker@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:51 PM
To: ECTD
Hi,
I’m writing to express my support for the Six Corners Association. When I was a travel adviser (aka travel
agent), they were wonderful in helping me create a marketing plan. As an online business working out of
my house it was nice to know they weren’t just there to support brick and mortar businesses, but all
businesses located in our area.
Please continue to let them perform their valuable contributions to our neighborhood.
Thanks, Michelle Buchecker

Barbara Chadwick <bchadwick39@yahoo.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 1:52 PM
To: ECTD
I reside at 4140 N. Kenneth Ave., just blocks from Six Corners, & have for 21 years.
I am pleading with you to support the Six Corners Assn. Why/How did Alderman Gardiner take over the
SSA & unanimously vote to award Joe Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021
contract?
There is something rotten in Denmark! Please get to the bottom of this and do the right thing. There is
enough chaos in our world at this time. This corruption must not prevail.
Thank you for your consideration of this issue.
Cordially,
Barbara Chadwick

Ellen Hill <eh2610d@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 2:11 PM

To: ECTD
Dear Committee Members,
I fully and vocally support the Six Corners Association. They have done a remarkable job despite the
Alderman attempted coup. This is my neighborhood, I walk every morning and see the service providers
picking up litter on Tuesday mornings. In the Spring, the planters are brimming with flowers thanks to the
SSA. They provide some holiday cheers this time of year and they make a blighted intersection livable.
Amie is a true asset!
We continue to lose businesses at Six Corners. You can blame it on the Pandemic but it started to slide
again when Alderman Gardiner shot down the Point. It was only after public outcry did he
reconsider. But the delay has hurt the neighborhood badly.
Alderman Gardiner made board members resign, threatening to change bylaws to get his pals
installed. Some of those board members resigned to save the Association. Now Gardinder has installed
his buddies, all white men. He has pulled Six Corners back into the bad old days and politicized it. To
ehat ends? The presentation I heard from Six Corners Chamber of Commerce was pitiful and
embarrassing.
Please don't let this happen.
-Ellen Hill
773 251 3612 cell

Kathy Jordan <kathyjordansaff@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 2:15 PM
To: ECTD
Hello,
My family and I have lived in Jefferson Park for 20 years. I respectfully ask you to NOT pass the
ordinance that will award Joe Angelastri (the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce) the 2021 service
provider contract.
I and my family, friends, and neighbors think that awarding Angelastri the service provider contract will
allow the Six Corners neighborhood to go in a direction that will further push our area (which is already
filled with empty storefronts and chain stores who don't care about our local economy) further towards a
faceless identity with no sense of community. Alderman Gardiner has been intentionally quashing all
efforts to enliven our area, in favor of lining his pockets and the pockets of his cronies, rather than
encouraging a vibrant neighborhood everyone can enjoy.
I have full confidence in the leadership of the Six Corners Association (SCOPE) and will go on-record as
supporting their initiatives to create a real community here in Jefferson Park, where people will find our
area a desirable place to shop in independently-owned businesses and eat in unique restaurants; Where
people would want to own homes and rent apartments, and get to know, and care about, their neighbors.
We are a neighborhood whose time has come, and I really believe in SCOPE's vision to make it a reality.
Thank you for your time and be well.
Kathy Jordan Saff
5005 W. Wilson Ave

Rosemarie Clohisy <clohisy7@comcast.net>
Fri 12/11/2020 2:23 PM

To: ECTD
Dear Mayor Lightfoot, Commissioner Cox, and Assistant Commissioner Roschen,
Below you will find the text of the petition which I have previously signed and still support. I would like to
add that I am deeply troubled and dismayed by the actions taken by Ald. Gardiner to spend over
$600,000 tax payer dollars to beautify an alley that directly benefits Mr Angelastri’s interests while killing
projects that would have benefited the entire Six Corners community.
Please allow the return of ethical and transparent administration and oversight to our area by awarding
the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the current service provider, Six Corners
Association.
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to
the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent
rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and
commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw
people to our community. In a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners
Association as "frankly, one of our better performing service providers out there... we are pleased with
their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's,
and now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were
playing political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA.
This started with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval
of the 2020 budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent
terms. Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a rewrite of the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the
Bylaws failed but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the
entire SSA Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing
financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the
guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend
awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all
recorded and shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri
that has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a
website and Facebook page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared

transparent or forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business. We ask that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you
put what's best for the community over petty political games.
Respectfully,
Rosemarie

Jill Bass <jillbass6@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 2:44 PM
To: ECTD
Good afternoon,
I am writing in support of the Six Corners Association in advance of your meeting regarding the 2021
tax levy. I have strong concerns regarding my alderman, Jim Gardiner's misuse of his power regarding
the SSA which unanimously voted to award Joe Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the
2021 contract. The process was not transparent and reeks of corruption. Your committee should not
honor the request for this allocation of funds. Please listen to the people in the ward when we say that
Jim Gardiner is all about kickbacks for friends and supporters and has been petty and vindictive to his
opponents.
Thank you for your consideration,
Jill Bass
45th Ward resident

Meridith Cannon <meridithgcannon@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 2:47 PM
To: ECTD
Dear ECTDI am writing to express my support for the Six Corners Association and my concerns about the process
by which Alderman Gardiner took over the SSA which unanimously voted to award Joe Angelastri's Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract. I understand that you are the Committee that has to
pass this ordinance and you should hear from local, long time residents of Old Irving Park and
surrounding neighborhoods.
Many of us have friends and neighbors who own businesses at Six Corners. Some of these hardworking
business owners either resigned or were pushed out of the SSA as a result of the actions of the Alderman
and Mr. Angelastri. Given Mr. Angelastri’s well known unbecoming history with Six Corners, it would
be unconscionable to award his chamber the contract. This process has not been transparent from the

start due to the close relationship between the Alderman and his supporter, Mr. Angelastri. The City
should not honor the recommendation.
Please be mindful that Six Corners was undergoing an exciting revitalization in the past few years which
thrilled the nearby residents and new business owners and restaurants that call Six Corners home. Mr.
Angelastri has been an outspoken critic of development in the neighborhood that would generally improve
the area. His motives often appear selfish, yet he then benefits from a $600,000 alley remodel behind his
store that impacts very few in the community after the Alderman killed a proposal to use the money to
build an outdoor space to be enjoyed by all at Six Corners. Many of us are concerned that this lack of
leadership and transparency will continue to the detriment of the community at large unless the SCA
retains control. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of what will be best for Six Corners.
Meridith G. Cannon
Resident of Old Irving Park and Six Corners Revitalization Supporter

John Baldwin <jrbaldwin3@yahoo.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 2:48 PM
To: ECTD
Dear Mayor Lightfoot, Commissioner Cox, and Assistant Commissioner Roschen,
I have resided near Six Corners for 15 years and have a vested interest in seeing a revival of this
struggling economic center. I signed this petition to ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole
Service Provider contract to the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent
rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and
commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw
people to our community. In a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners
Association as "frankly, one of our better performing service providers out there... we are pleased with
their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's,
and now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were
playing political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA.
This started with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval
of the 2020 budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent
terms. Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a rewrite of the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the
Bylaws failed but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the
entire SSA Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing
financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the
guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend
awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all

recorded and shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri
that has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a
website and Facebook page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared
transparent or forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business. We ask that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you
put what's best for the community over petty political games.
Thank you,
John Baldwin

Brady Knippenberg <bradyk819@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 3:14 PM
To: ECTD
To the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development I'm deeply concerned by the process in which Alderman Gardiner took over the SSA which voted
unanimously to award Joe Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract. This
process is absolutely corrupt and is the epitome of the types of politics we need to get rid of in the city of
Chicago.
Gardiner has been an absolute failure to the 45th ward and wasted incredible amounts of taxpayer
dollars to enrich the lives of his friends. And he's doing all of this while being sued for using his political
clout to intimidate and abuse his constituents.
Yours truly Brady Knippenberg

Emily Miller <emily.anderson928@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 3:16 PM
To: ECTD
Hello,
I am writing today to express my support for the Six Corners Association. My family and I own a home in
Jefferson Park, near Six Corners and I have growing concerns about the process by which Alderman
Gardiner took over the SSA which unanimously voted to award Joe Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce the 2021 contract.

I ask you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the current service provider,
the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community.
If you have any questions or follow up please do not hesitate to contact me.
-Emily Miller
LMSW, MSW
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Learn about pronouns here: https://goo.gl/yRzd7V
847-849-9743
Connect with me on LinkedIn

Linda and Dave Lehman <thelehteam@msn.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 3:30 PM
To: ECTD
Hello,
Please award the Sole Service Provider contract to the current provider, The Six Corners Association.
They have an excellent and long history of success. For some unknown reason our Alderman is trying to
award this contract to his personal friend who has a documented history of abusing not only his
colleagues but his position when he was Commissioner.
Please put our community first over the blatant cronyism our Alderman is displaying.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Linda Lehman
3907 N Hamlin Ave
Chicago, IL 60618

Pete Czosnyka <peteczosnyka@comcast.net>
Fri 12/11/2020 3:33 PM
To: ECTD
[Warning: External email]
I am a 44 year resident of the 45th Ward. I am writing toi the Committee today to recommend that you
award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the current service provider, the Six
Corners Association.
Ive heard with my own ears the Department of Planning and Development Assistant Commissioner Mr
Roschen state "one of our better performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their
ongoing performance." This reinforces the Six Corners Association's a long history of success at Six
Corners. They have an excellent rapport with area business owners, reinforced over time through its inhouse expertise, including being the only Sole Servoice Proivider is the Cit accredited by Main Street

America, and commitment to deliver required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events
to draw people to our community.
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, and
now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly and the Alderman is negotiating to put in a suburban style shopping center at the old Peoples
Gas property east of Kilpatrick between Milwaukee Avenue and Irving Park Road.
Alderman Gardiner and his camopaign worker, local business owner Joe Angelastri were playing political
power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA. This started with
Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020 budget to
strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms. Gardiner then held
the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of the SSA Bylaws in an
attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed but, as you're aware,
Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021
service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners has
already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a business at
Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared transparent or
forthright within the community.
But for me the most telling story was to read of Aldrman Gardiner accepting an illegal compaign
contribution from a City Vendor followed mere weeks later by a suggestion from the new SSA
Commissioner DiMeo that the SSA#28 should for the first time ever consider hiring a security firm.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021
contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization
with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to help grow this
economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a leader with a
documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for business. We ask
that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what's best for the
community over petty political games.
Pete Czosnyka
5745 N Menard Avenue
Chicago, IL 60646
peteczosnyka@comcast.net

Jennifer Burns <jenniferburns72@gmail.com>

Fri 12/11/2020 3:38 PM
To: ECTD
Good Afternoon,
I am writing to you in support of awarding the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Source Provider contract to the
Six Corners Association. As the only accredited Main Street America SSA in Chicago, the Six Corners
Association gained statewide attention for its use of public art in revitalizing Milwaukee Avenue, our "main
street" corridor, launched Social after Six and County Fair Chicago, installed a People Spot, and hosted
more than 20 events per year. Additionally, Six Corners Association has assisted small businesses in
receiving more than $1.6 million in Small Business Improvement Funds (SBIF) as of 2019. In a recent
SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
It is exhausting watching Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri who are playing
political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA, putting
together this new "Six Corners Chamber of Commerce." Allegedly, this started with Alderman
Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020 budget to
strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms. Gardiner then
held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of the SSA
Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed but,
as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now composed of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing
financial account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors
without approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its
very first meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the
guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend
awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all
recorded and shocking.
The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history of
community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page. I strongly urge the rejection of the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021
contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the
organization with a track record of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to
help grow this economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and
a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good
for business. We ask that DPD reject a process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you
put what's best for the community over petty political games. Thank you for listening.
Thank you,
Jennifer Burns
Six Corners resident of 20 years

Rachel Mylan <rachmylan@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 3:47 PM
To: ECTD
Hello,

My name is Rachel Mylan and I live in the 45th Ward at 4914 W Cullom Ave, Chicago, IL 60641, just ½
mile from the Six Corners SSA. I am writing today in support of the Six Corners Association and am
asking you to award them the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract.
Six Corners Association has a long track record of success -- they have an excellent rapport with area
business owners, they proactively and creatively market and advertise its members' businesses, and they
plan events to draw people to our community.
While Alderman Gardiner and his crony Joe Angelastri are playing political games with our loca SSA with
their only goal to gain more political power and better themselves, the Six Corners Association works to
better the entire community at large.
Angelastri's Facebook group - the so-called "Six Corners Chamber of Commerce" is a shell of an
organization. It has no history of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely
as a website and Facebook page.
For all these reasons and more, I urge you award the Six Corners Association the 2021 Six Corners SSA
Sole Service Provider contract.
With thanks,
Rachel Mylan
7083592274

Jason Elewski <jason.elewski@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 3:55 PM
To: ECTD
To whom it may concern,
I would like to voice my deep concern regarding the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce 2021 contract. If
you are not familiar with the current provider, Six Corners Association, and all that they do for our
neighborhood, a brief glimpse at their website will show that they have been an active and effective
service provider for SSA #28 from the start. By comparison, the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce
appears to be little more than a shell of an organization, barely engaged, and designed to benefit the
businesses of the select few involved, all of whom hold close ties to Alderman Jim Gardiner.
I am concerned about the integrity of the SSA after attempts by Alderman Gardiner to change SSA
bylaws as well as re-seat Six Corners Chamber of Commerce member, Joe Angelastri, disregarding his
long sordid history with the Six Corners Association.
If the Six Corners Association does not remain the sole service provider, we will most certainly see a
gross consolidation of power and influence within the ward as well as a steep decline in community
growth.
Best regards,
Jason Elewski

Anna Ware <annawareslp@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 4:06 PM
To: ECTD

Hello- I am emailing you all to express my support for the Six Corners Association and concerned about
the process by which Gardiner took over the SSA. Why was Joe Angelastri unanimously voted to award
Six Corners Chamber of Commerce the 2021 contract by Gardiner? This greatly concerns me due to
many of the decisions made for the 45th Ward have not been in the best interest for six corners
development. also this greatly concerns me as Jim Gardner now has a civil lawsuit on him by trying to
take law into his own hands and intimidating a resident over a cell phone. Aldermen in the city clearly
have a history of too much power and control and not for the greater good typically. Let's bring back some
civility to the area. Thank you for reading and considering this important view.
-Anna and Justin Ware
3922 N Kostner Ave, Chicago, IL 60641

Meaghan Hurley <meagsie@outlook.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 4:20 PM
To: ECTD
To Whom it May Concern at The Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed a petition asking to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the current
service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, and
now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were playing
political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA. This started
with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020
budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms.
Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of
the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed
but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.
This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021
service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.

In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners has
already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a business at
Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared transparent or
forthright within the community.
I strongly urge you to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021 contract to the Six
Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization with a track record
of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to help grow this economic base.
This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a leader with a documented history
of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for business. We ask that you reject a
process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what's best for the community over petty
political games.
Thank you,
Meaghan Hurley
Six Corners resident

Carolyn Schneider <cschneider@cca-cct.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 4:29 PM
To: ECTD
Dear members of the committee,
I live near Six Corners and have been very frustrated with the delays in revitalizing this area. I am
writing in strong support of awarding the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the
current service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has maintained strong supportive relationships with area business
owners, bringing expertise and hard work to delivering services, marketing its members' businesses,
and planning events to draw people to our community.
Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks over the last few years, even before the impact of
covid-19. As you already know, there was a year-long delay of a major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. Area-enriching businesses, such as Josi's,
Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, all closed their doors and the actions of Alderman Gardiner
seem to be to continue to stall and obscure his intentions regarding the Sears and former bank
development projects, on which movement needs to already long overdue.
Frankly, all I read is how Alderman Gardiner is orchestrating changes without interest in community
involvement. His lack of transparency does not encourage confidence in his work.
Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri seem interested in politicizing and taking
over the Six Corners SSA. Alderman Gardiner held up approval of the association 2020 budget to
attempt to influence Board members to resign or not pursue additional service terms. Gardiner then
held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of the SSA
Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. This attempt to alter the Bylaws failed but
Alderman Gardiner accomplished the resignation of the entire SSA Commission.
The new Commission is composed of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair and Gardiner
volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records show a
documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining of colleagues, changing of
passwords, secret cameras, and spending of funds and hiring of contractors without approval. These
are unacceptable behaviors and should not be allowed to continue with the new Commission.
Nevertheless, in its first meeting, and with no public discussion, the Commission voted unanimously to

ignore the guidance from Mr. Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and voted
to recommend awarding the 2021 service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of
Commerce. This is appalling behavior fit only for old school Chicago corruption and cronyism. The Six
Corners Chamber has no track record, exists apparently only on the web and Facebook, and appears
from its own website to have last held a meeting in August 2018.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners
has already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a
business at Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process appears
transparent or forthright within the community.
I strongly urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the
2021 contract to the Six Corners Chamber and plead with you to keep the contract with the Six
Corners Association. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to help grow this
economic base. This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a leader with a
documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over good community based
development.
Thank you,
Carolyn Schneider
5328 W Agatite
Portage Park resident

Gerald Kelel <gjkelel@hotmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 4:36 PM
To: ECTD
To Whom it May Concern at The Committee on Economic, Capital, and Technology Development,
I reside near Six Corners with a vested interest in seeing a revival of this struggling economic center. I
signed a petition asking to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider contract to the current
service provider, the Six Corners Association.
The Six Corners Association has a long history of success at Six Corners. They have an excellent rapport
with area business owners, reinforced over time through its in-house expertise and commitment to deliver
required services, market its members' businesses, and plan events to draw people to our community. In
a recent SSA meeting, Mark Roschen described the Six Corners Association as "frankly, one of our better
performing service providers out there... we are pleased with their ongoing performance."
Over the past eighteen months, Six Corners has experienced a number of setbacks, even before the
global pandemic. As you're aware, we saw a year-long delay of one major development at Six Corners
due to political obstruction by Alderman Gardiner. We've since seen several beloved businesses
permanently close their doors at Six Corners, such as Josi's, Frunchroom, Fischman's, and Fannie's, and
now we're learning that the planned development at the Sears property is likely going to change
significantly.
While all of this was going on, Alderman Gardiner and local business owner Joe Angelastri were playing
political power games, orchestrating the takeover and politicization of the Six Corners SSA. This started
with Alderman Gardiner threatening the Six Corners Association by holding up approval of the 2020
budget to strongly encourage several Board members to resign or not pursue subsequent terms.
Gardiner then held the 2020 budget hostage, as documented by Block Club, to try to force a re-write of
the SSA Bylaws in an attempt to remove one of the Commissioners. The attempt to alter the Bylaws failed
but, as you're aware, Gardiner subsequently orchestrated the mass resignation of the entire SSA
Commission.

This Commission is now comprised of individuals hand-picked by former SSA Chair, and Gardiner
campaign volunteer, Joe Angelastri. During Angelastri's tenure as Commissioner, DPD's own records
show a documented pattern of abuse, harassment, bullying, undermining colleagues, changing financial
account passwords, secretly installing cameras, and spending funds and hiring contractors without
approval. These questionable tactics appear to be continuing with the new Commission. In its very first
meeting and with no public discussion whatsoever, voted unanimously to ignore the guidance from Mr.
Roschen to issue an RFP for the 2021 Sole Service Provider and to recommend awarding the 2021
service provider contract to Angelastri's Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. It's all recorded and
shocking. The Six Corners Chamber is a shell of an organization created by Angelastri that has no history
of community engagement whatsoever since its creation and exists solely as a website and Facebook
page.
In addition to the questionable events that led to 100% turnover of the SSA and the appearance of
corruption in the unanimous vote, the Chair of the SSA's spouse was listed as a current and founding
board member of the Chamber in the Chamber's own presentation. One of the new Commissioners has
already resigned. Another Commissioner who resides in the suburbs opened and closed a business at
Six Corners in a span of only eight weeks. Nothing about this process has appeared transparent or
forthright within the community.
I strongly urge you to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021 contract to the Six
Corners Chamber and instead stick with the Six Corners Association, the organization with a track record
of success. In these uncertain times, we need a strong organization to help grow this economic base.
This is no time to take chances on an organization with no history and a leader with a documented history
of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty feuds over what is good for business. We ask that you reject a
process that smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what's best for the community over petty
political games.
Thank you,
Gerald Kelel
Six Corners resident

Rachel Blundy <missrachelgalan@hotmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 4:41 PM
To: ECTD
Hello,
My name is Rachel Blundy (4060 N Moody Ave, 60634). I am writing today to urge this committee to
support the Six Corners Association for the 2021 SSA Sole Service Provider contract instead of the Six
Corners Chamber of Commerce, which is littered with corruption, favoritism, and a culture of shady
politics.
This support of the Six Corners Association would send a clear message to our area’s constituents about
how important transparency, equity, and an honorable track record is within the area. The Six Corners
Association has a long history of working within the area and they have a solid relationship with local
businesses.
A change in Alderman does not change the amount of success the SCA has had and Alderman Gardiner
should not be able to run this association into the ground merely because he dislikes its members.
Awarding the 2021 contract to the Six Corners Association is good for the democratic spirit of the area
and ward, as it acts as a “checks and balances” system to keep Alderman Gardiner accountable,
promotes transparency between the alderman and our local businesses, and adds additional voices and
points of view to the discussion.
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this statement. Again, I urge you to award the SSA Sole
Service Provider contract to the Six Corners Association. Happy holidays!
Rachel Galan Blundy

4060 N Moody Ave
Chicago Il 60634
Missrachelgalan@hotmail.com
(773)405-5566

Meredith O'Sullivan <meredithosullivan@gmail.com>
Fri 12/11/2020 4:59 PM
To: ECTD
I am writing to you today as a resident of Old Irving Park, which is a few blocks from the Six Corners
intersection, our local retail hub. I urge you to award the 2021 Six Corners SSA Sole Service Provider
contract to the current service provider, the Six Corners Association.

It is deeply distressing to learn that anyone would entertain awarding this contract to the dummy
organization creatively called the Six Corners Chamber of Commerce. From what I can glean, there
has been a concerted effort from both our alderman and one of his financial supporters to hijack the
SSA Sole Service Provider contract. I believe that this same financial supporter, Joe Angelastri, has
been identified by the DPD as someone with a pattern of abuse and other questionable tactics. Why
would you then award a contract to an organization that he leads?

Sadly, our alderman has either been duped by misinformation or he is complicit in this hijacking
attempt. By all accounts he threatened to withhold approval of the 2020 budget in order to force out
some of the board members. He also attempted to force a re-write of the SSA bylaws in an attempt to
remove one of the commissioners. The result? All of the members of the SSA commission resigned
and new ones were selected by none other than Joe Angelastri.

Please take the time to do your due diligence on this important matter. Please do not switch to a
dummy organization and a leader with a documented history of creating turmoil and prioritizing petty
feuds over what is good for business in the Six Corners area. We ask that DPD reject a process that
smells of corruption and cronyism and that you put what is best for the community over petty political
games.

I urge the Mayor and DPD to reject the SSA Commission's recommendation to award the 2021
contract to the Six Corners Chamber and instead award it to the Six Corners Association, an
organization with a track record of success.

Meredith Cannon O’Sullivan
4061 W. Warwick Ave

